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Abstract
Tumor heterogeneity, within and between tumors, may have severe implications for tumor therapy, especially for targeted
gene therapy, where single-targeted approaches often result in limited efficacy and therapy resistance. Polymer-formulated
nonviral vectors provide a potent delivery platform for cancer therapy. To improve applicability for future clinical use in a
broad range of patients and cancer types, a dual-targeting approach was performed. Synthetic LPEI-PEG2kDa-based polymer
backbones were coupled to two tumor-specific peptide ligands GE11 (EGFR-targeting) and cMBP (cMET-targeting). The
dual-targeting approach was used to deliver the theranostic sodium iodide symporter (NIS) gene to hepatocellular cancer.
NIS as auspicious theranostic gene allows noninvasive imaging of functional NIS gene expression and effective anticancer
radioiodide therapy. Enhanced tumor-specific transduction efficiency of dual-targeted polyplexes compared to single-
targeted polyplexes was demonstrated in vitro using tumor cell lines with different EGFR and cMET expression and in vivo
by 124I-PET-imaging. Therapeutic efficacy of the bispecific concept was mirrored by significantly reduced tumor growth and
perfusion, which was associated with prolonged animal survival. In conclusion, the dual-targeting approach highlights the
benefits of a bifunctional strategy for a future clinical translation of the bioimaging-based NIS-mediated radiotherapy
allowing efficient targeting of heterogeneic tumors with variable receptor expression levels.

Introduction

Hepatocellular cancer (HCC), one of the most common
cancers worldwide, is characterized by high mortality and
resistance to conventional chemo- and radiotherapies [1].

The limited success of available treatment options is
attributed to the complex prooncogenic microenvironment
of chronic liver diseases that often proceed the development
of HCC, as well as the high level of tumor heterogeneity
[2, 3]. Tumor heterogeneity not only occurs between
patients, but even between primary tumor and metastases
and within the tumor itself and represents a major hurdle for
the development of effective therapy strategies for HCC
patients [2]. Against this background, even individualized
and molecularly targeted therapy strategies as promising
novel approaches for HCC treatment have to be designed in
a way that takes heterogeneous tumor characteristics into
account.

One promising strategy to minimize the effect of tumor
heterogeneity and resistance to cancer therapies in the
clinical setting is the combination of different therapeutics
that either show different pharmacological modes of action
or have different targets [4]. In the present study, a dual-
receptor targeting strategy for a single nanotherapeutic
using LPEI-PEG2kDa-based nonviral vectors for delivery of
the potent theranostic sodium iodide symporter (NIS) gene
was developed. To reduce the impact of variable receptor
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expression levels due to inter- and intra-tumoral hetero-
geneity, GE11 and cMBP were chosen as ligands for
EGFR- and cMET-targeting, respectively. Both ligands
proved to be highly specific and effective in single-targeting
experiments [5–10]. By simultaneously targeting both
receptors, the postulated crosstalk between cMET/HGFR
and EGFR [11] and enhanced particle uptake by receptor
crosslinking that mimics biphasic uptake of viral vectors by
binding to two different receptor types, can be exploited to
increase efficacy [12–14].

Nonviral delivery vectors have been confirmed as potent
agents for the delivery of genes specifically to tumor cells for
cancer gene therapy. High precision synthesis allows the
design of multifunctional systems for effective tumor cell
targeting [15]. Functional groups for nucleic acid binding, as
well as endosomal buffering can be complemented by a
shielding domain that improves in vivo biocompatibility and
lateral stabilization by crosslinking of polyplexes [16, 17].
Most importantly for specific tumor targeting, incorporation of
active targeting ligands provides the mechanistic rationale to
enhance tumor-specific binding, cellular uptake and transfec-
tion efficiency. Various ligands that bind receptors that
are highly expressed in a wide range of tumors, including
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), cMET/hepatocyte
growth factor receptor (HGFR), transferrin receptor,
integrin receptors and folate receptor, have served as promis-
ing candidates for molecularly targeted cancer gene therapy
[5, 7–10, 17–19]. Nevertheless, efficacy of nanoparticle-based
carriers often varies after translation from in vitro conditions to
in vivo models and between different tumor models [20],
which is most likely attributable to tumor heterogeneity.

Since its cloning in 1996 [21], NIS has proven its
function as potent theranostic gene and is already being
investigated clinically in cancer patients [21–28]. The
transduction efficiency in vitro and in vivo can be mon-
itored by taking advantage of the reporter function of NIS
that allows determination of radionuclide uptake in trans-
fected cells and consequently gives the possibility of
monitoring the gene delivery function. This further enables
exact localization of tumorous tissue by noninvasive bioi-
maging as well as quantification of trapped radionuclides
(125I, 123I, 124I, 18F-TFB). At the same time, NIS provides
the basis for an effective treatment strategy by application
of 131I, 188Re, and 211At [29, 30].

In the current study, nonviral NIS gene transfer was
investigated in vitro in different tumor cell lines by comparison
of the dual-targeting strategy to single-targeting of EGFR or
cMET. Based on these results, the efficacy of polyplexes for
dual-targeting and single-targeting was further examined in an
orthotopic in vivo model of HCC using the reporter function
of NIS for noninvasive positron emission tomography (PET)
imaging followed by evaluation of the therapeutic efficacy of
the dual-targeting approach.

This novel approach utilizes two bifunctional strategies:
(1) simultaneous targeting of two receptors to improve
efficacy and reduce effects of variable receptor expression
levels in heterogeneic tumors and (2) using the dual func-
tion of NIS for monitoring of the efficiency of gene delivery
by noninvasive imaging of tumoral NIS expression as well
as effectiveness of therapeutic intervention after application
of 131I for cancer treatment.

Materials and methods

Plasmid and polymer synthesis and polyplex
formation

Polymers with LPEI-PEG2kDa-backbone were synthesized by
coupling heterobifunctional (poly)ethylene glycol (NHS-
PEG-OPSS, 2 kDa, Rapp Polymere GmbH, Tübingen, Ger-
many) to amine groups of linear polyethylene imine (LPEI)
via N-hydroxy succiniminyl ester followed by a cation
exchange chromatography purification step as described pre-
viously [7, 18]. Specific targeting was achieved by coupling
peptide ligands to the polymer backbone. GE11 was used for
EGFR-targeting (LPEI-PEG-GE11; peptide sequence:
YHWYGYTPQNVI) and cMBP was applied for cMET-
targeting (LPEI-PEG-cMBP; peptide sequence:
KSLSRHDHIHHH). The conjugates were stored at −80 °C
as 1–5mg/ml stock solutions until further use. Polyplexes
were formed by complexing polymer with codon-optimized
human NIS plasmid DNA [6, 18]. Polymers and cDNA,
diluted in the same volumes of HEPES (2-[4-(2-hydro-
xyethyl)piperazin-1-yl]ethanesulfonic acid)-buffered glucose
(HBG: 20mmol/l HEPES, 5% (w/v) glucose at pH 7.4) at a
nitrogen/phosphate (N/P) ratio of 6 (w/w), were mixed and
incubated at room temperature for 20min prior to use [31].

For single-targeted polyplex solutions, 100% of polymer
was added, for dual-targeted polyplexes a mixture of 50%
cMET-targeted and 50% EGFR-targeted polymers was
prepared (total N/P= 6) before complexing with pDNA.
For in vitro studies the DNA concentration for polyplex
formation was 2 µg/ml, for in vivo studies 200 µg/ml.

Particle size measurements

Particle sizes of single-targeted and dual-targeted poly-
plexes were determined by transmission emission micro-
scopy (TEM; JEM 1011, Jeol, Freising, Germany). Samples
were prepared with 1 µg DNA in a total volume of 100 µl.
The formvar/carbon coated 300 mesh copper grids (Ted
Pella Inc., Redding, USA) were activated by mild plasma
cleaning. Subsequently, the grids were incubated for 1 min
with 20 µl of the polyplex solution. Excess liquid was
blotted off using filter paper until the grid was almost dry.
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Then, the grids were washed with 5 µl of staining solution
for 5 s and incubated for 20 s with 5 μl of a 2% aqueous
uranyl formate solution. Excess liquid was blotted off using
filter paper, followed by air-drying for 30 min. TEM was
performed at 80 kV.

Cell culture

The HCC cell line HuH7 (JCRB0403; Japanese Collection
of Research Bioresources Cell Bank, Osaka, Japan) was
cultured in Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (DMEM;
1 g/l glucose; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA).
The breast cancer cell line MCF-7 (American Type Culture
Collection, Manassas, Virginia, USA) was cultured in
DMEM (4 g/l glucose; Sigma-Aldrich). The human folli-
cular thyroid carcinoma cell line FTC-133 (Sigma-Aldrich)
was cultured in DMEM/F12 (Sigma-Aldrich). All media
were supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS
Superior, Biochrom/Merck Millipore, Berlin, Germany) and
1% (v/v) penicillin/streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich).

Cells were maintained at 37 °C and 5% CO2 in an
incubator with a relative humidity of 95%. Cell culture
medium was replaced every second day and cells were
passaged at 80% confluency.

EGFR and cMET receptor expression levels in vitro

In total, 0.8–1 × 106 cells were detached with trypsin/EDTA
(Sigma-Aldrich), washed with phosphate buffered saline
(PBS; Sigma-Aldrich), supplemented with 10% FBS
(Sigma-Aldrich) and incubated with an EGFR-specific
antibody (1:200; monoclonal mouse IgG1, Dako,
Glostrup, Denmark) or with an antibody that detects human
cMET/HGFR (1:200; monoclonal mouse IgG1, R&D Sys-
tems, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA) or with an IgG-anti-
mouse antibody (1:200; BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes,
New Jersey, USA) as negative control for 1 h on ice. Then,
cells were washed with PBS with 10% FBS and incubated
with an AlexaFluor 488 labeled goat anti-mouse secondary
antibody (1:400; Invitrogen, Langenselbold, Germany) for
1 h on ice. Cells were washed and resuspended in PBS with
10% FBS for analysis, which was performed on a BD
Accuri C6 flow cytometer (BD Biosciences). Cells were
gated by forward/sideward scatter and pulse width for
exclusion of doublets. PI (propidium iodide; Sigma-
Aldrich) was used for discrimination between viable and
dead cells.

Cellular binding and internalization

Cells were seeded in 24-well plates at a density of 50,000
cells per well. After 24 h, cell culture medium was replaced
with 400 μl fresh growth medium. Cells were transfected

with polyplexes for single-targeting, i.e., LPEI-PEG-GE11/
NIS or LPEI-PEG-cMBP/NIS (subsequently specified as
EGFR-targeting or cMET-targeting respectively) or poly-
plexes formed with a 1:1 mixture of polymers for simulta-
neous cMET- and EGFR-targeting (subsequently labeled as
dual-targeting). HBG served as control. For pDNA poly-
plexes (N/P=6) in 100 μl HBG 1 μg pDNA was used, where
20% of the nucleic acid was Cy5-labeled. To determine
cellular association, polyplexes were added to cells and
incubated for 30 min on ice. Afterwards, cells were washed
twice with 500 µl PBS, detached with trypsin/EDTA
and resuspended in PBS with 10% FBS.

For cell uptake experiments, cells were incubated for 30
min with polyplexes. Cells were then washed with 500 μl
PBS/1000 I.U. heparin for 15 min on ice to remove poly-
plexes on the cell surface. Cells were then detached with
trypsin/EDTA and taken up in PBS with 10% FBS.

Samples were examined on a BD Accuri C6 flow cyt-
ometer by determination of the excitation of Cy5 at 635 nm
and detection of emission at 665 nm. Cells were gated by
forward/sideward scatter and pulse width for exclusion of
doublets. PI was used to discriminate between viable and
dead cells.

Transfection studies

Cells were plated at a density of 2 × 105 cells per well in 6-
well plates and incubated for 45 min with polyplexes for
dual-targeting or single EGFR- or cMET-targeting. Trans-
fection efficiency was determined by measurement of iodide
uptake activity at steady-state conditions 24 h after trans-
fection as described previously [22]. Pretreatment of cells
with the NIS-specific inhibitor perchlorate (NaClO4) was
performed to verify NIS-mediated iodide uptake.

Cell viability assay

Cell viability 24 h after transfection was analyzed after incu-
bation of cells with a commercially available MTT reagent
(Sigma-Aldrich) for 2 h at 37 °C followed by a washing step
with PBS. The formazan product was measured after incu-
bation with 10% DMSO (v/v) (dimethyl sulfoxide; Sigma) in
isopropanol at 620 nm in a Sunrise microplate absorbance
reader (Tecan, Männedorf, Switzerland).

Establishment of orthotopic HuH7 xenografts

For orthotopic HCC xenografts in female CD-1 nu/nu mice
(Charles River, Sulzfeld, Germany), 1 × 106 HuH7 cells
resuspended in 50 μl were injected into the liver after
laparotomy of 7-week-old mice under full anesthesia. Ani-
mals were pre- and post-treated with Metacam (0.5 mg/kg).
Mice were sacrificed when healthy liver tissue dropped
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below 30% as determined by sonography or animals
showed any other symptoms of illness. Animals were
maintained under specific pathogen-free conditions with
access to mouse chow and water ad libitum. The experi-
mental protocol was approved by the regional governmental
commission for animals (Regierung von Oberbayern) and
all animal experiments were carried out according to the
guidelines of the German law of protection of animal life.

EGFR and cMET receptor expression levels in vivo

Receptor immunofluorescence staining was performed on
dissected frozen tumor tissues. Tissues were fixed in 80%
methanol for 5 min at 4 °C and acetone for 2 min at −20 °C.
PBS was used for rehydration and sections were blocked
with 12% bovine serum albumin/PBS for 30 min at room
temperature. An EGFR-specific antibody (1:100; mono-
clonal mouse IgG, Dako) or a cMET-specific antibody
(1:100; monoclonal mouse IgG1, R&D Systems) were used
and sections were incubated for 1 h. Afterwards, sections
were incubated with an anti-mouse Alexa488-conjugated
secondary antibody (1:200; BD Pharmingen, Heidelberg,
Germany). For nuclei counterstaining Hoechst bisbenzimide
(1:1000; 5 mg/ml, Sigma-Aldrich) was applied and sections
were embedded in Fluorescent Mounting Medium (Dako).
Stained sections were examined using an Axiovert 135 TV
fluorescence microscope equipped with an AxioCam MRm
CCD camera and AxioVision Rel. 4.8 software (Carl Zeiss,
Munich, Germany).

PET imaging studies after systemic NIS gene
transfer in vivo

Experiments started 5–6 weeks after intrahepatic injection
of tumor cells. For determination of tumor specific NIS
expression and subsequent NIS-mediated iodide uptake,
animals received LPEI-PEG-GE11/NIS polyplexes for
EGFR-targeting (n= 6), LPEI-PEG-cMBP/NIS for cMET-
targeting (n = 4) or both for dual-targeting (n= 7). Poly-
plexes were administered systemically via the tail vein
(intravenously, i.v.) at a DNA dose of 2.5 mg/kg (50 μg
DNA in 250 μL HBG). At 48 h after polyplex injection mice
received the NIS-specific PET tracer 124I and accumulation
in tumor tissue was determined by small-animal PET
(Inveon, SIEMENS Preclinical Solutions, Erlangen, Ger-
many). Serial scanning was performed after 1, 3, and 5 h.
Regions of interest were analyzed with the software
Inveon Acquisition Workplace (Siemens), quantified using
Inveon Research Workplace (Siemens) and expressed as a
fraction of the total amount of initial dose (% of ID). To
suppress thyroidal iodide uptake, a 10-day pretreatment
with L-thyroxine (L-T4; 5 mg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich) in
drinking water was conducted before PET-imaging. To

verify NIS-specific uptake, pretreatment with an intraper-
itoneal (i.p.) injection of 2 mg of the competitive NIS
inhibitor sodium perchlorate (NaClO4) 30 min before PET
tracer administration (n= 2) was performed.

Immunohistochemical analysis of NIS protein
expression

Immunohistochemical NIS staining of paraffin embedded
tumor tissue derived from hepatic tumor sections after NIS
gene delivery was performed using a mouse monoclonal
antibody directed against human NIS (1:1000; Merck Mil-
lipore) as described previously [32, 33]. Immunohisto-
chemically stained sections were imaged on an Olympus
BX41 microscope equipped with an Olympus XC30 CCD
camera (Olympus, Shimjukum Tokio, Japan).

Radioiodide therapy studies

Three weeks after intrahepatic tumor cell injection, when
mice had received a 10-day pretreatment with L-T4 in
drinking water, therapy trials were started. Animals were
randomly distributed to two groups. Animals received an
i.v. injection of a solution of polplexes for dual-targeting
followed by an i.p. application of 55.5 MBq 131I (n= 8) or
saline (n= 8) 48 h later. The cycle consisting of systemic
NIS gene transfer followed by radioiodide was repeated for
a total of three times on days 0/2, 3/5, and 7/9.

Tumor growth was monitored by conventional sono-
graphy and tumor perfusion was determined by contrast-
enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) after application of 100 µl
of the contrast agent SonoVue® (Bracco, Cadempino,
Switzerland) on an Acuson Sequoia 512 (Siemens) com-
bined with a 15L8W ultrasound probe using the Cadence
contrast pulse sequencing technology.

The experiment was performed in a blinded experimental
setup and evaluated by an experienced radiologist. CEUS
was performed as described previously [34] and the contrast
agent concentration was estimated using pre-defined cali-
bration curves [35]. Mice were sacrificed when healthy liver
tissue was reduced to <30% or when mice showed other
signs of illness.

Indirect immunofluorescence assay

Immunofluorescence staining of Ki67 and CD31 was per-
formed on dissected frozen tumor tissues as described pre-
viously [6]. For Ki67, a rabbit polyclonal antibody against
human Ki67 (1:200; Abcam, Cambridge, UK) and an anti-
rabbit Alexa488-conjugated secondary antibody (1:400;
Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, Pennsylvania, USA)
were used. For CD31, a rat monoclonal antibody against
mouse CD31 (1:200; BD Pharmingen) was used. For
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detection, an anti-rat Cy3-conjugated secondary antibody
(1:400; Jackson ImmunoResearch) was applied. Hoechst
bisbenzimide (1:1000; 5 mg/ml) was used for nuclei coun-
terstaining and sections were embedded in Fluorescent
Mounting Medium (Dako). ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda,
MD, USA) was used for quantification of proliferation
(Ki67-staining) and blood vessel density (CD31-staining) by
analyzing six visual fields per tumor section of every mouse.

Statistics

All in vitro experiments were carried out at least in tripli-
cates. Results are expressed as mean ± SEM, mean fold
change ± SEM and, for survival plots, in percent. Statistical
significance was calculated by two-tailed Student’s t-test.
p-values ≤ 0.05 were considered significant (*p ≤ 0.05;
**p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.001).

Results

Particle sizes

To investigate whether different solutions of polyplexes
result in unequal particle sizes, TEM measurements were

performed. All three polyplex solutions for EGFR-targeting,
cMET-targeting and dual-targeting were analyzed. No sig-
nificant differences between the three solutions were
observed and TEM measurements revealed two different
particle subtypes: linear and round particles. Sizes of
globular particles were determined to be ~50 nm and sizes
of linear particles were analyzed to be 15–20 nm thin and up
to 200 nm long (Fig. 1).

EGFR and cMET expression levels

Three different cell lines were used for subsequent in vitro
studies and were investigated for EGFR and cMET
expression levels. The human HCC cell line HuH7 and the
human breast cancer cell line MCF-7 were identified to
have both obvious EGFR and cMET cell surface expres-
sion. In contrast, the human follicular thyroid carcinoma
cell line FTC-133 showed low expression levels for both
receptors (Fig. 2).

Comparison of dual-targeting and single-targeting
for NIS gene transfer in vitro

The three different human tumor cell lines were transfected
with polyplex solutions to investigate single-targeting vs.

Fig. 1 Particle size measurements. TEM size measurements of formed
polyplexes revealed two different particle subtypes with no significant
differences between the polyplex solutions for dual- or single-

targeting. Globular particles were ~50 nm in size and linear particles
were up to 200 nm in size
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dual-targeting in relation to cell surface receptor expression.
Transfection conditions using single- and dual-targeted
polyplexes were optimized in HuH7 cells by measurement
of perchlorate-sensitive iodide uptake activity 24 h after
application of polyplexes. An N/P ratio of 6 (w/w) was
found to result in highest transfection efficiency at lowest
cell cytotoxicity (data not shown).

Cellular binding and cellular uptake were measured by
detection of fluorescence intensity of polyplexes containing
Cy5-labeled NIS DNA (Fig. 3a–c). Binding was measured
after a short incubation time of 30 min and revealed higher
mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) values for dual-targeting
(black bars), whereas MFI values for the single-targeted
polyplexes, especially EGFR, were lower (Fig. 3d; red bars
for EGFR-targeting, blue bars for cMET-targeting). In the
low EGFR and cMET-expressing cell line FTC-133, the
dual-targeting strategy resulted in lower MFI values than
obtained after single cMET-targeting transfection (Fig. 3d).

Uptake levels confirmed the trend seen in the binding
studies, as a significantly higher MFI was detected for HuH7
and MCF-7 cells (Fig. 3e–g). In FTC-133, dual-targeting led
to similar (compared to EGFR-targeting) or decreased (com-
pared to cMET-targeting) MFI levels (Fig. 3h).

Iodide uptake verified the results from the flow cytometry
experiments in the three cell lines, with more pronounced
uptake in HuH7 (Fig. 3i) and significantly increased uptake in
MCF-7 (Fig. 3j) after simultaneously targeting EGFR and
cMET. In the low EGFR and cMET-expressing FTC-133 cell
line, no advantage of dual- over single-targeting was observed
(Fig. 3k). Cell viability was not affected by 45min incubation
with the different polyplexes (Fig. 3l–n).

Induction of iodide accumulation after systemic
tumor-targeted NIS gene transfer in vivo

Based on the promising in vitro results, the dual-targeting
strategy was further evaluated in vivo. An orthotopic HuH7

liver tumor model was established that showed obvious
EGFR (Fig. 4a) and cMET (Fig. 4b) expression. Tumor-
bearing mice were systemically injected with either poly-
plexes for single-receptor targeting or dual-targeting. Forty-
eight hours after NIS gene transfer, mice were injected i.p.
with 124I and radioiodide biodistribution was assessed by
small-animal PET-imaging. Images 1 h after iodide appli-
cation showed improved distribution and uptake of iodide in
tumors of mice that received polyplexes for dual-targeting
(Fig. 4c), in comparison to tumors of mice treated with
single-targeted polyplexes (Fig. 4d, e). Physiological
expression of NIS in thyroid and stomach leads to iodide
accumulation in these tissues and renal elimination of
radioiodide causes a signal in the bladder. NIS-specificity
was verified by i.p. application of the NIS-specific inhibitor
sodium perchlorate 30 min prior to radionuclide application
in mice treated with dual-targeted polyplexes, which
resulted in an almost complete inhibition of iodide uptake in
the tumor and organs that physiologically express NIS
(Fig. 4f). No additional iodide uptake was recorded in non-
target organs such as lung, liver, kidney, and spleen
(Fig. 4c–f).

Regions of interest (ROI) were quantified and as soon as 1
h after iodide application, a considerably more pronounced
tumoral iodide uptake was observed in tumors of mice that
received polyplexes for dual-targeting (4.9 ± 0.6% of ID).
Lower levels were obtained in tumors of mice treated with
polyplexes for single EGFR-targeting (4.7 ± 0.7% of ID) and
cMET-targeting (3.2 ± 0.3% of ID). After 3 h, tumors of mice
treated with polyplexes for dual-targeting (3.0 ± 0.4% of ID)
showed a more robust mean iodide uptake compared to ani-
mals after single-targeting (EGFR-targeting: 2.4 ± 0.5% of ID;
cMET-targeting: 2.3 ± 0.3% of ID). 124I scans 5 h after tracer
application still showed significantly higher iodide uptake
levels demonstrating prolonged tumoral iodide uptake after
dual-targeting (2.0 ± 0.4% of ID) compared to EGFR- (1.0 ±
0.1% of ID) and cMET-targeting (1.5 ± 0.3% of ID) (Fig. 4g).

Fig. 2 EGFR and cMET expression levels. The human HCC cell line
HuH7, the human breast cancer cell line MCF-7 and the human fol-
licular thyroid carcinoma cell line FTC-133 were investigated for
EGFR and cMET expression levels by flow cytometry. HuH7 and

MCF-7 cells were found to have both high EGFR and cMET cell
surface expression. FTC-133 cells showed low receptor expression
levels for cMET and EGFR. An IgG-anti-mouse antibody served as
control
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Tumor-specific NIS protein expression

After the imaging studies, mice from the three different
treatment groups were sacrificed and tumors dissected.
Immunohistochemical staining of intrahepatic tumor

sections revealed NIS-specific staining in all three treatment
groups (Fig. 5).

In tumors from mice treated with polyplexes for dual-
targeting, NIS-specific immunostaining was observed as
clusters of membrane-associated as well as cytoplasmic NIS
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gene expression in the vicinity of blood vessels (Fig. 5, left
panel). Also tumors from animals that were injected with
single EGFR- (Fig. 5, middle panel) and cMET-targeting
polyplexes (Fig. 5, right panel) showed NIS-specific
immunoreactivity.

Radioiodine therapy studies after in vivo NIS gene
transfer

After the proof of concept of effective tumoral NIS
transduction using polyplexes for dual-targeting, the
therapeutic effect of the dual-targeting NIS gene therapy
concept after application of 131I was assessed. Mice
developing orthotopic liver carcinomas were treated
according to an established treatment protocol [6]. Three
weeks after tumor cell inoculation, mice in the therapy
group received three cycles of dual-targeted polyplexes
i.v. on days 0, 3, and 7, followed by i.p. injections of 55.5
MBq 131I on days 2, 5, and 9 (n= 8). Control mice
received saline instead of iodide (n= 8). Four sono-
graphic measurements were performed on days 2, 9, 15,
and 23 after therapy start. Mice in the therapy group
exhibited significantly reduced tumor growth (Fig. 6a, b)
compared to the control group (Fig. 6a, c), which was
associated with significantly prolonged survival up to
45 days after therapy start in comparison to 29 days in the
control group (Fig. 6d).

When mice had to be sacrificed due to tumor growth,
intrahepatic HCCs were dissected and further processed for
immunofluorescence analysis. A Ki67-specific antibody
(green) was used to identify tumor cell proliferation and an
antibody against CD31 (red) served for blood vessel
labeling (Fig. 6e). The application of dually targeted poly-
plexes followed by 131I resulted in reduced proliferation and
blood vessel density compared to tumors of mice treated
with saline instead of iodide (Fig. 6e).

Perfusion of intrahepatic tumors determined by
CEUS

Two weeks after the last treatment cycle, tumor perfusion
was assessed to compare tumors from mice treated with
polyplexes for dual-targeting that received 131I with animals
that received saline instead. Mice in the therapy group
demonstrated an overall reduced contrast agent uptake and a
lower maximum signal compared to mice that received
saline (Fig. 7a). This was further associated with reduced
peak enhancement (PE; 1432.7 ± 534.6) (Fig. 7b), wash-in
area under the curve (WiAUC; 7184.2 ± 2197.6) (Fig. 7c)
and retention time (RT; 7.98 ± 0.97) (Fig. 7d) of therapy
animals in comparison to control animals (PE: 2425.9 ±
260.5; WiAUC: 19633.4 ± 1451.8; RT: 11.39 ± 0.71)
(Fig. 7b–d).

Discussion

In the last decade, intensive research in the field of cancer
gene therapy has made big strides toward novel therapeutic
options. For clinical application of cancer gene therapy as
novel therapeutic alternative, NIS has emerged as an ideal
target gene, as it combines the features of a reporter and
therapy gene. Due to its endogenous thyroidal expression,
NIS has successfully been used over decades for the treat-
ment of thyroid cancer [36]. The high amount of experience
gained over the years allows a safe application in humans
with a well-known therapeutic window and minimal side
effects. Introducing NIS to non-thyroidal tumor cells offers
the possibility to monitor tumor-specific NIS gene expres-
sion in a quantitative manner as well as exact localization of
tumorous tissue by multimodal imaging techniques with
various NIS-specific tracers [23, 25, 37]. At the same time,
NIS expression enables application of therapeutic radio-
nuclides (131I, 188Re) for the destruction of cancer cells. The
high efficacy of the theranostic function of NIS after gene
transfer to non-thyroidal tumors has been demonstrated in
several preclinical studies [6–8, 18, 22, 29, 33, 34, 38–44]
and showed first promising results in clinical trials after
local administration of viral NIS gene delivery vectors [26].

However, in the growing sector of cancer gene therapy,
tumor heterogeneity has turned out to be a major bottleneck,
resulting in limited and diverging efficacy of therapies.
Differences in morphological and phenotypic characteristics
that define the behavior of the tumor lesion exist both
between different tumors (inter-tumoral heterogeneity) and
within tumors (intra-tumoral heterogeneity) [45]. On the
molecular level, intra-tumoral heterogeneity is mirrored by
diverging cell populations evolved from different subclones
[46]. This often leads to great differences in surface receptor
expression, release of growth factors and cytokines, cellular

Fig. 3 Cellular binding, uptake and transfection efficacy of polyplexes
for dual-targeting vs. single-targeting. Transfection efficiency of
polyplexes for single- and dual-targeting was investigated. Cellular
binding and cellular uptake were measured by detection
of fluorescence intensity of polyplexes containing Cy5-labeled
NIS DNA. In high receptor expressing cell lines, binding studies
revealed higher mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) values for dual-
targeted polyplexes (black bars), whereas MFI values for single-
targeted polyplexes were lower (red bars for EGFR-targeting, blue bars
for cMET-targeting) (a, b, d). This effect was not obtained with the
low EGFR- and cMET-expressing cell line FTC-133 (c, d) (n= 3).
Uptake levels confirmed binding studies, where a significantly higher
MFI after transfection for dual-targeting was detected in HuH7 and
MCF-7 cells compared to FTC-133 (e–h) (n= 3). NIS-mediated 125I
uptake verified enhanced NIS expression after simultaneous targeting
of EGFR and cMET in HuH7 and MCF-7 cells, while low iodide
uptake activity was measured in FTC-133 cells (i–k) (n= 4). No toxic
effects were measured after incubation with the different polyplex
mixtures for 45 min (l–n) (n= 3) (*p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01). Results are
reported as mean ± SEM
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metabolism, and stromal architecture [47, 48] and hence to
a discrepancy in therapy response.

Also in HCC tumor heterogeneity is a well characterized
phenomenon that is at least in part responsible for its poor
prognosis due to therapy resistance and aggressive tumor
progression [49–51]. For advanced HCC the multi-kinase
inhibitors sorafenib and regorafenib [2], which only slightly
improve progression-free survival and quality of life, and
the second-line therapeutics nivolumab, which is approved
for application after therapy failure with sorafenib [52], are
the only currently available systemic treatment options.

With the ultimate goal of improved therapeutic efficacy
and patient outcomes after tumor-targeted NIS gene deliv-
ery even in heterogeneic tumors with variable receptor

expression levels, nonviral vectors as potent novel gene
delivery vehicles have to be designed and applied in a
specialized manner for a future clinical translation. For-
mulation improvement includes the synthesis of a cationic
carrier backbone for DNA binding, incorporation of
hydrophilic domains for polyplex shielding and endosomal
buffering and integration of targeting ligands that are
indispensable for tumor-specific gene delivery. Variable
expression patterns of ligand binding surface receptors are
often responsible for heterogeneous response rates and
expression levels of genetic information after targeted gene
transfer. Bispecific targeting as well as combination of
different therapy approaches are already well-established
strategies in the clinical setting in the form of combination

Fig. 4 Comparison of dual-targeting vs. single-targeting by small-
animal PET imaging after systemic NIS gene transfer in vivo. Mice
bearing orthotopic HuH7 liver tumors that demonstrated obvious
EGFR and cMET expression (a, b) received i.v. polyplexes for single
EGFR-targeting (n= 6), single cMET-targeting (n= 4) or dual-
targeting (n= 7). At 48 h after NIS gene transfer, mice were injected
i.p. with 10MBq 124I and radioiodide biodistribution was assessed by
small-animal PET imaging. PET images 1 h after iodide application
showed improved distribution and uptake of iodide in tumors of mice
that received polyplexes for dual-targeting in comparison to animals

injected with single-targeted polyplexes (c–e). NIS-specificity was
verified by pretreatment of mice that received polyplexes for dual-
targeting with the NIS-specific inhibitor sodium perchlorate 30 min
prior to radionuclide application (n= 2). This resulted in an almost
complete inhibition of iodide uptake in the tumor and organs that
physiologically express NIS (f). ROIs were quantified and higher
tumoral iodide uptake over 5 h was observed in tumors of mice that
received polyplexes for dual-targeting (*p ≤ 0.05). Results are reported
as mean % of ID ± SEM
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of different antibodies and chemotherapeutics with different
modes of action to circumvent resistance and enhance
efficacy. Thinking along the same lines, a dual-targeting
approach was performed in this study focusing on simul-
taneously targeting the two receptors EGFR and cMET.
EGFR and cMET overexpression in many different cancer
types, which is often accompanied with poor prognosis,
provide the basis for this approach with the aim of

increasing the efficacy of targeting and transduction in
heterogeneic tumors. Two underlying mechanisms that
enhance binding and uptake of polyplexes for dual-targeting
are conceivable: (1) the dual approach may mimic virus-like
particles that use more than one receptor for uptake [9, 19]
and (2) receptor crosslinking may trigger enhanced endo-
cytosis and particle uptake into the lysosome and trafficking
to the cell nucleus [12].

Fig. 5 Immunohistochemical NIS staining. Paraffin embedded tumor
sections were immunohistochemically stained for NIS expression.
Tumors from mice treated with polyplexes for dual-targeting revealed
clusters of membrane-associated as well as cytoplasmatic NIS gene

expression around blood vessels in the tumorous tissue. Animals that
were injected with polyplexes for single EGFR- and cMET-targeting
showed NIS-specific immunoreactivity as well that correlated with
PET imaging data
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As small peptide ligands exhibit favorable characteristics
compared to large proteins and antibodies as targeting
ligands due to synthesis procedures, the small peptide
ligands GE11 for EGFR-targeting and cMBP for cMET-
targeting were coupled to a well-established LPEI-PEG2kDa-
backbone in this study. LPEI-based polymers have already
been applied in clinical trials [53–55]. Both ligands
demonstrated high tumor specificity with high targeting
efficacy in former studies [6–10]. The polyplexes are
formed by mixing NIS DNA with either 100% LPEI-PEG-

GE11 or 100% LPEI-PEG-cMBP for single-receptor tar-
geting or with a solution of polymers containing 50% LPEI-
PEG-GE11 and 50% LPEI-PEG-cMBP at a total N/P ratio
of 6 for dual-targeting.

To exclude differences in particle formation and size
between polyplexes for single- or dual-targeting that may
have an impact on transduction efficiency, polyplex solu-
tions were examined by TEM. All three solutions exhibited
comparable sizes of round and linear formed particles ran-
ging from 50 to 200 nm. For particles with these sizes
cellular uptake is described to occur via a clathrin-
dependent endocytosis pathway [56]. Detailed analysis of
binding and uptake of polyplexes after single-receptor and
dual-receptor targeting was performed by flow cytometry
with labeled NIS DNA in three different cell lines. The
HCC cell line HuH7 as well as the breast cancer cell line
MCF-7 showed high EGFR and cMET expression, whereas
for the thyroid carcinoma cell line FTC-133 low expression
of both surface receptors was detected in vitro. An incu-
bation time of 45 min for in vitro experiments was chosen,
as this allows a more accurate determination of receptor-
mediated cellular binding and uptake measured by flow
cytometry as well as by NIS-mediated iodide uptake.
Longer transfection times may result in a higher rate of
unspecific binding and transfection masking the ligand-

Fig. 6 Iodide therapy studies after dual-targeting of EGFR and cMET.
The therapeutic effect of the dual-targeted NIS gene therapy approach
after application of 131I was assessed. Three weeks after tumor cell
inoculation, mice received three cycles of polyplexes for dual-targeting
i.v., followed by i.p. injections of 55.5 MBq 131I (n= 8). Control mice
received saline instead of the therapeutic iodide (n= 8). Animals
treated with polyplexes for dual-targeting that received radioiodide
showed reduced tumor growth during and after therapy (a, b) assessed
by conventional sonography in comparison to animals that received
saline instead (a, c) (*p ≤ 0.05). This was accompanied by significantly
enhanced survival in the therapy group (d) (*p ≤ 0.05). Immuno-
fluorescence analysis of tumors after therapy revealed reduced pro-
liferation (Ki67, green) and blood vessel density (CD31, red) in mice
that received the cytotoxic iodide compared to tumors of mice treated
with saline (e). Results are reported as mean ± SEM or percent for the
survival plot

Fig. 7 Perfusion of intrahepatic
tumors determined by CEUS.
Tumors of mice treated with
polyplexes for dual-targeting
that received 55.5 MBq 131I
(n= 4) demonstrated an overall
reduced contrast agent uptake
expressed in arbitrary units (a.u.)
compared to mice that received
saline instead (a) (n= 3).
Further, tumors of therapy mice
showed reduced peak
enhancement (PE 1432.7 ±
534.6 (b)), wash-in area under
the curve (WiAUC 7184.2 ±
2197.6 (c)) and retention time
(RT 7.98 ± 0.97 (d)) after
radioiodide therapy as compared
to control animals (PE: 2425.9 ±
260.5; WiAUC: 19633.4 ±
1451.8; RT: 11.39 ± 0.71 (b–d)).
Results are expressed as mean ±
SEM (*p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01)
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mediated polyplex uptake. For detecting receptor expres-
sion levels, flow cytometry was performed with receptor
specific antibodies. For receptor specific targeting with
polyplexes, peptides were used. The peptide GE11 is a low-
affinity peptide ligand that only effectively binds in multi-
valent form [57]. In addition, EGFR-mediated uptake
was found to be less effective than by natural EGF [58].
In contrast, cMBP was previously characterized as
very effective cMET binding and internalizing peptide
ligand [5, 6, 10].

HuH7 and MCF-7 exhibited higher cellular binding and
uptake capacity after simultaneous dual-targeting, which
correlated well with iodide uptake levels, compared to
results obtained after targeting only one receptor. The low
EGFR and cMET-expressing cell line FTC-133, however,
did not show any advantage of dual-targeting over single-
targeting, confirming that improved transfection efficiency
is ligand-dependent and the effect cannot be reproduced in
low receptor expressing cells.

As a next step, the reporter function of NIS was used for
detailed investigation of NIS gene expression in vivo in
orthotopic HuH7 HCC tumors by noninvasive small-animal
PET-imaging using 124I as tracer. A beneficial effect of the
dual-targeting strategy over both single-targeting approa-
ches was detected. Images of mice that received dual-
targeted polyplexes showed more pronounced levels of
NIS-mediated radioiodine uptake in the tumor lesion.
Quantification of iodide uptake revealed higher levels after
dual-targeting at all imaging time points. Interestingly,
single EGFR-targeting showed higher levels of radioiodide
uptake 1 h after tracer application compared to cMET-
targeting. After 3 h, tumors of both single-targeting
approaches showed nearly the same tumoral iodide uptake
levels. With dual-targeting an ~1% of ID higher uptake was
achieved. After 5 h, EGFR-targeting had dropped down
more rapidly showing higher levels of iodide efflux and
therefore lower iodide retention as compared to dual and
cMET-targeting. This is crucial for more effective ther-
apeutic application of 131I, as iodide retention is an essential
factor to reach a sufficiently high tumor-absorbed dose,
especially in the absence of iodide organification in liver
tumors [59].

Immunohistochemical staining showed tumorous NIS
protein expression in all three treatment groups after
application of polyplexes. NIS-specific immunostaining
was mainly located in the vicinity of blood vessels and
occurred in typical clusters. A trend toward more intensive
and expanded areas of NIS-specific immunostaining was
seen in sections of animals that received polyplexes for
dual-targeting.

After confirming the beneficial effect of dual-targeting
in vivo by imaging of biodistribution and levels of NIS
expression, the therapeutic efficacy of this NIS gene

delivery strategy was evaluated. Animals were treated with
dual-targeted polyplexes followed by application of 131I 48
h later. As control group, animals received saline instead of
the therapeutic radioiodide. The therapy regimen was per-
formed according to an established treatment protocol with
three treatment circles and 48 h between NIS gene delivery
and radioiodide application [6, 18] that allows comparison
to earlier studies. Tumor growth of orthotopic liver tumors
was monitored by conventional sonography and perfusion
was assessed by CEUS with the contrast agent SonoVue®.
Perfusion allows further evaluation of the therapeutic effect
compared to tumor growth and survival by showing dif-
ferences in contrast agent distribution and tumor blood flow.
Animals in the therapy group showed significantly reduced
tumor growth and prolonged survival. The therapeutic
effect was further investigated by comparing tumor cell
proliferation and blood vessel density of the therapy and
control group ex vivo. Reduced proliferation and a lower
amount of blood vessels in tumor sections of therapy ani-
mals that received 131I correlated with the reduced pro-
gression of the intrahepatic tumors. CEUS perfusion
data, which showed reduced peak enhancement, lower
wash-in area under the curve and lower retention times in
tumors of therapy animals that show lower blood vessel
formation complemented the results and confirm the enor-
mous therapeutic efficacy of dual-targeted NIS gene
therapy.

We are aware that this study has limitations as the
comparison of single vs. dual-targeting in a xenograft tumor
model that concurrently expresses both targeting receptors
at high levels in a homogenous manner is not an ideal
model for evaluation of the benefits of the dual-targeting
approach in heterogeneic tumors.

However, this study represents the first step toward
improving the polyplex-mediated NIS gene therapy concept
by taking into account tumor heterogeneity as one of the
major obstacles for any kind of targeted therapy. Our study
is able to demonstrate that the dual-targeting of cMET and
EGFR for tumor-specific polyplex-mediated NIS gene
transfer results in highly effective induction of significant
amounts of radioiodine with a significant therapeutic effect
of 131I as shown by detailed in vitro and in vivo studies.
Also, in vitro as well as in vivo imaging studies show
enhanced efficacy of the dual-targeting approach as com-
pared to the single-targeting of cMET or EGFR. This study
therefore provides proof-of-principle of the feasibility of
systemic NIS gene transfer using a dual-targeting concept
with the perspective of effective targeting of polymer-
mediated NIS gene delivery in tumors expressing cMET
and/or EGFR at variable levels within the same tumor and
within primary and metastatic tumors. For a more robust
and quantitative analysis of the superior efficacy of dual-
targeted polymers as compared to single-targeted polymers
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in the context of NIS gene therapy, further experiments are
planned in tumor models that more reliably reflect the
complexity of tumor heterogeneity, which, however, is
beyond the scope of the current study.

In conclusion, this novel simultaneous targeting
approach of EGFR and cMET for NIS gene delivery to
HCC tumors combines two crucial bispecific approaches:
NIS with its innate dual characteristics to function as
reporter gene for diagnostic evaluation and as therapeutic
gene in synergy with dual-targeting of two receptors that
results in enhanced cellular uptake and increased NIS gene
expression in the tumor lesion. Our results highlight the
benefits of the bifunctional strategy that represents a pro-
mising concept for future clinical translation providing two
major advantages for clinical application, enhancing safety
by molecular imaging of biodistribution and levels of gene
expression as well as overcoming the limitations through
tumor heterogeneity by designing polyplexes that home to
several targets.
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